Weed wiping contractors- Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive
Scheme (the Scheme)
Calling all qualified weed wiping contractors who would like to be added to
a call-off list for weed wiping in 2021on farms in the River Derg catchment
area (See red outlined area on map)
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To be added to the call-off list you must provide the following details, in full.
Details must be supplied to lisa@sourcetotap.eu by no later than 4pm on 19th
March 2021 (late submissions will not be considered).
Business Name of
supplier/contractor
Business Address of
supplier/contractor
Business telephone and email
contact details
Date of price
Length of time the price is valid
for (must be minimum of 12
months)
Details of services quoted for
(e.g. weed wiping using quad
mounted wiper)
VAT registered (Y/N)
VAT registration number (if
applicable)
Quote amount, exclusive of VAT
(if VAT is applicable)
Quote amount, inclusive of VAT
(if VAT is applicable)

Cost per hour
Cost per hour

It is your responsibility to ensure that the person applying pesticides is correctly
trained and holds the appropriate specified certificate of competence or is working
under the direct supervision of a person who holds the specified certificate of
competence.
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Funding is being provided through the European Union’s INTERREG VA
programme, managed by the Special EU Programmes Body,
and through the Department of Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs in
Northern Ireland and the Department of Housing, Local Government and
Heritage in Ireland.
Source to Tap Pilot Land Incentive Scheme Documents:
https://www.sourcetotap.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Land-IncentiveScheme-Booklet-highres..pdf
https://www.sourcetotap.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/STT1-LandIncentive-Scheme-Handbook_v6-.pdf
https://www.sourcetotap.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/STT4-LandIncentive-Scheme-Terms-and-Conditions-updated-May19.pdf
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